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"Sports...
has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. It

has the power to unite people in a way that little else does. It

speaks to youth in a language they understand. Sport can create

hope where once there was only despair.”

 

 — Nelson Mandela

 

Founded on the Pillars of “Parampara, Pratishtha, Anushasan &

Jugaad “, The Sports Management Team at SIBM believes in the

objective of inculcating team spirit, bringing out leadership qualities

& encouraging students to participate in sports in order to harness a

healthy mind into a healthy body. 

The rising potential of sports as a management domain is something

the team wants to tap into and give the students a chance to excel

in developing an all-round personality that encompasses mental as

well as physical capabilities. 

Above all, we hope to provide a distraction from the rigors of MBA

life at SIBM and give everyone a chance to unwind and just have a

little fun! 
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The interaction between the MBA-1 and MBA-2 batches, a key part of the

holistic MBA experience, was inhibited due to the virtual nature of classes.

The Sports Management Team organized Project Milaap 2.0 to overcome

this hindrance and provide the students with a platform to interact and

make new bonds. 

The event spanned over three days from the 9th to 11th of August, and the

theme was centered around collaboration between the batches. Students

were teamed up in groups of three, with each team consisting of a mix of

MBA-1 and MBA-2 students. 

Project Milaap 2.0 followed a game show structure, divided into various

categories like riddles, trivia questions, picture-based questions,

crosswords and buzzer rounds. The questions tested the competitors’

knowledge of various sports and iconic moments in sporting history.

Multiple rounds were formulated so that students would get up from their

laptop screens and move about the house to search for items and clues. 

Two days of exciting competition and camaraderie culminated into the

third final day, where the top teams from both days fought it out to be

crowned the Champions of Project Milaap 2.0 in a series of elimination-

based rounds. Finally, Amit Kumar Meena, Anupam Tripathi and Anubhav

Kumar of Team ‘Honey Badgers’ took the title.

Project Milaap 2.001





E-sports has seen a meteoric rise in the past few years, partly due to the

success of mobile games like PUBG and Call of Duty and also, the

limitations to physical sports during the pandemic. To overcome these

impediments while also engaging the students in competition, the Sports

Management Team organized Symbattle, an event where students

demonstrated their gaming skills and battled it out with their batchmates

in a very intense game of Battlegrounds Mobile India. 

As a fun after event game, Stumble Guys, a multiplayer party knockout 

 game was also organized where students got to play alongside their

friends and blow off some steam.

Symbattle was a one-day event, held on the 28th of August. Players were

teamed up in pairs of two and the event was streamed live on YouTube

for other students to watch and cheer their friends on. The BGMI

tournament was league-based and consisted of two intense matches

where all the teams went neck-to-neck to claim the title.

Finally, three teams emerged victorious. Vishwajeet Thorat and Parv

Badjatiya fought their way to the top and rightfully secured the 1st Rank

with an astounding total of 47 points. 2nd Rank was bagged by Lovish

Kumar and Satyam Kumar with a total of 20 points. 3rd rank was awarded

to Arnav Dhaka and Vasudev Adiga who gave tough competition to the

Rank 2 holders with a total of 16 points.

Symbattle02





With colleges finally allowing students back on campus around mid

October,  we saw the entry of MBA-2 students back on campus. The

Sports Management Team was able to arrange it's first tangible offline

tournaments in the wake of this. The first offline event, 'Hilltop Hustle', was

an Inter-college Symbiosis tournament amongst the 6 institutes within the

hilltop, Lavale campus.

The event included four of the most popular offline team sports -

Basketball, Football, Cricket and Volleyball. Spanning over six days from

18th October to 23rd October, the event saw tremendous interest from

the 6 institutes, as evident from the 200+ participants.

The tournament followed a straight knockout format amongst the 6

participating institutes, with the matchups for the first round being

randomized. The basketball tournament ended with victory of the SIBM

team, who beat the runners-up  SSBF in the finals. The football

tournament ended with the victory of SSSS, beating the runners-up SIBM

in the finals. The cricket tournament ended with the victory of SSSS,

beating the runners-up SIMC in the finals. Lastly, the volleyball

tournament saw SSSS once again taking the victory, beating the runners-

up SSBF in the finals. 

Overall, 'Hilltop Hustlle' ended with SSSS showing the best performance,

winning 3 out of the 4 tournaments, followed by SIBM, clinching victory in

one of the tournaments and finishing runners-up in another.
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With colleges opening up offline for all students, SMT took it upon

themselves to conclude this virtual setup with one last full-fledged online

gaming event, 'Arcadia', involving CS:GO, UNO, Chess and 8 Ball Pool. 

The event was spread across 2 days; 31st October and 1st November, with

over 120+ enthusiastic participants taking part in it. The first day of the

event started with the CS:GO tournament, with Team Mavericks clinching

victory in a dominating fashion, winning the series 2-0. This was followed

up with a non-competitive bout of UNO to incite fun amongst the batch.

The final day of the event started with the Chess tournament, with

Rishabh Bhat taking the first place, followed by Sai Teja and Jay Kant

Singh finishing runners-up and second runners-up respectively. The day

ended with a non-competitive bout of 8 Ball Pool.
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The Symbiosis International University hosts inter SIU sporting competitions

for every sport in association with the Department of Sports, Recreation &

Wellness (DSRW). The DSRW enlists the help of 1 college per sport to

conduct the tournament. 

King of the Hill - Table Tennis

This year SIBM was given the responsibility of organising the Table Tennis

tournament. The tournament was organized from the 15th to 16th of

December, 2021, and saw the participation of 9 Men’s teams and 8

Women’s teams from the institutes on Hilltop and Hillbase Lavale campus.

The tournament ended with Symbiosis Institute of Technology winning the

Men's division with SSSS & SIBM the 1st and 2nd Runner Ups respectively

and Symbiosis School of Sports Science winning the Women's Division

with SIBM & SSCA the 1st & 2nd Runner Ups respectively.

 

King of the Hill - 
Table Tennis
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Students at SIBM Pune do not take their culture for granted.

The Sports Management Team is a proud enabler of the institute's culture

driver. A healthy and competitive mingling between the new and current

batches of students at SIBM Pune is an integral aspect of this culture.

One such event is the tug of war. Held on December 23, 2021, it saw

immense participation with many teams from both the senior and junior

batches competing. The event was welcomed with a lot of enthusiasm

and intensity, and both the participants and the audience had a terrific

time. MBA 2 was the one that "tugged" out the bragging rights in the

end!

One of the highlights of the event was the appearance of Kartik Aryan,

who also handled the coin toss for the finals for the tug of war.

Tug of War06



In a virtual format, it was inevitably going to be a challenge for the Sports

Management Team to grasp the essence of Gravitas, the flagship sports

fest of SIBM, Pune. It was hence imperative to launch Gravitas keeping

the essence of the event intact. The launch took place on 5th February

2022.

The launch event began with the reveal of the Gravitas logo and poster to

the entire batch. The launch event continued in the form of fun illusions

and magic tricks by the great Illusionist, Mr. David Nobo, who engaged

the batch for an hour with his tricks and illusions, and helped us launch

'Gravitas' in one of the most unique ways.

 

A fun filled evening with the guests dazzling the batch, the event was

concluded by thanking the esteemed guests and declaring the launch of

Gravitas 2022.

Gravitas Launch07



A B-School experience is multi-faceted, encompassing not only case

competitions and academics, but also important extracurricular activities

like as sports, all of which contribute to an individual's holistic

development. SIBM Pune's Sports Management Team is charged with

providing this experience to SIBM Pune and other B-school students in

order to create a sense of healthy networking, competitiveness, and

sportsmanship. The result of this goal is 'Gravitas,' which is one of the

country's largest inter-B-School sports festivals, held once a year.

This year's Gravitas, 'Gravitas'22', the Inter B-school Sport Fest, attracted

over 35 colleges. 'Phoenix - Reborn' was chosen as the theme, which

portrays the rebirth of virtual Gravitas with an eSports format for yet

another edition. Each of the six events, as well as the Gravitas Sports

quiz, was carefully selected based on current gaming trends. With the

goal of making Gravitas bigger and better, we had over 800 students

from NMIMS, IIMs, FMS, XLRI, and other institutions participate in

Gravitas'22.

The competition consisted of various popular events like Chess, FIFA 21,

CS:GO, BGMI, 8 Ball Pool and Valorant, held across a span of 3 days

conducted on the 11th, 12th and 13th February.

The three-day fest featured high-intensity competition in a variety of

disciplines, with individuals and teams competing while proudly

supporting their universities. The end of the event saw IIM Indore emerge

as the overall winners of Gravitas'22, followed by SIBM Pune clinching the

runners-up spot.

Gravitas' 2208









The SPL is the academic year's final big event. It's an occasion that the

entire class looks forward to and recalls long after they've left the lovely

Lavale Campus. The format of the SPL is very similar to that of the Indian

Premier League. Every year, eight teams compete. 

These teams, as well as their captains and players, are auctioned off in a

similar format as in the IPL, with the Teams/Captains Auction and the

Players Auction running late into the night. The auctions took place on

March 4th 2022. They were held in the AH2, with the entire college

invited to attend and observe the proceedings. SPL 13 drew a total of

more than 150 students in the form of owners, captains, players and

investors.

The next 15 days were filled with practice matches and excitement as the

entire batch worked tirelessly to win the coveted SPL trophy. The

tournament began on the 21st of March, and some of the major highlights

during SPL XIII included the only fifty of the tournament by Lovish Kumar,

scoring his fifty in merely 15 balls, the only hat-trick and maiden over by

Devashish Sharma, and the 6 catches by Vishwajeet Thorat during the

course of the tournament.

The event was concluded on the 24th of March, as the underdogs Eagles

stunned the favorites Devils and Dragons, in the semifinals and finals

respectively, with some spectacular bowling performance, to win the

coveted SPL XIII trophy.

SIBM Premier 
League (SPL)
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Football, F1 and cricket happen to be some of the most widely followed

sports in the world, and especially, in India. It is safe to say, wherever

there is a set of students, there's a strong fanbase that follows.

There was a healthy demand for cricket and F1 screenings on campus

reopening. Being cognizant of the prevailing covid situation, the Sports

Management Team, took the onus of socially distanced screening nights

for major football and cricket matches.

Fans from all the batches would gather and enjoy the screenings carried

out.

15th October 2021 - IPL Finals - KKR VS CSK

12th December 2021 - F1 Final Race

Screenings10
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